





































































































































































































































































































































































































Her	body	 is	 cut	 in	 two	at	 a	wasp–waist	obtained	by	a	whalebone	 corset,	her	
skirts	 billow	 out	 in	 an	 enormous	 bell,	 her	 throat	 is	 enclosed	 right	 up	 to	 the	




perfume	 wafting	 around	 her,	 the	 jewellery	 weighing	 her	 down	 and	 all	 the	
costly	lace,	frills	and	trimmings.32	
	
His	mother	Ida,	as	she	appeared	in	surviving	photographs,	may	have	served	as	possible	
inspiration	for	this	image	of	the	women	enslaved	within	an	exaggeratedly	feminine	
silhouette.	In	their	biographies	of	Ida’s	famous	son	Oliver	Matuschek	and	George	
Prochnik	make	pains	to	point	out	Ida’s	relative	day–to–day	plain,	understated	
appearance,	her	carefully	made	up	sartorial	identity	an	exception	for	having	her	
																																																								
29	“Die	Religion	der	Kleidung	[The	religion	of	clothing],”	Die	Herrenwelt:	Zeitschrift	für	die	Herrenmode	
[The	men’s	world:	journal	for	men’s	fashion],	Vienna,	Austria,	September	1916,	p.	6.	
30	Rebecca	Houze,	“Fashion	and	Its	Discontents,”	in	Textiles,	Fashion,	and	Design	Reform	in	Austria–
Hungary	Before	the	First	World	War:	Principles	of	Dress,	Ashgate,	Farnham,	England,	2015,	pp.	185–245.	
31	Mark	Wigley,	White	Walls,	Designer	Dresses:	The	Fashioning	of	Modern	Architecture,	The	MIT	Press,	
Cambridge,	Massachusetts,	United	States,	2001,	p.	128.	
32	Stefan	Zweig,	The	World	of	Yesterday,	translated	by	Anthea	Bell,	Pushkin	Press,	London,	England,	2011,	
p.	93.	
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photograph	taken.33	An	undated,	youthful	portrait	of	Ida	depicts	a	brooding	young	
woman	in	the	role	of	demure	daughter	of	bourgeoisie	(Figure	7).	Her	long,	brown	hair	is	
pinned	up	artfully	and	decorated	with	flowers.	She	wears	a	simple	light–coloured	
bodice	with	lace	collar,	large	pendant	earrings,	and	a	ribbon	choker	necklace	with	
hanging	pendant.	By	no	means	does	Ida	appear	a	member	of	Vienna’s	Jewish	élite.	Her	
attire	is	simple,	albeit	of	quality,	and	her	countenance	submissive.	Later	photographs	
from	the	studio	of	Dr.	Josef	Székely	(1838–1901)	in	Vienna,	show	Ida	Zweig	in	a	more	
mature,	socially	expected	role	of	wife	and	mother.	In	these	photographs	she	appears	far	
more	confident	than	the	shy	girl	of	former	years,	and	yet,	this	confidence	does	not	stray	
into	haughtiness.	Here	too,	Ida	is	dressed	plainly,	albeit	tastefully;	her	hair	pinned	up	
and	her	person	adorned	with	flowers	and	modest	jewellery	(Figures	8	and	9).	
Matuschek	asserts	that	despite	her	relatively	plain	everyday	attire	Ida	was	a	customer	
of	Vienna’s	leading	dressmakers	until	1914.34	Her	appearance	in	later	photographs,	
despite	her	age,	remains	unaltered.	As	a	wife	and	mother	of	Vienna’s	Jewish	bourgeoisie	
Ida	knew	and	accepted	her	expected	station	in	life.	This	is	suggested	through	her	
sartorial	preferences,	seemingly	following	the	accepted	fashions	of	the	period.	In	a	later	
photograph	(circa	1936),	Ida	as	an	82–year–old	woman	sits	proudly	between	her	two	
middle–aged	sons	(Figure	10).	In	a	dark	blouse	with	what	appears	to	be	a	small,	white	
floral	or	spotted	pattern,	and	lace	collar	and	bow	bellow	her	chin,	Ida	appears	very	
much	in	the	role	of	elderly	matriarch.	
	
																																																								
33	Matuschek,	op	cit.	pp.	26–30;	George	Prochnik,	The	Impossible	Exile:	Stefan	Zweig	at	the	End	of	the	
World,	Granta	Publications,	London,	England,	2014,	pp.	122–123.	
34	Matuschek,	op	cit.,	p.	29.	
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Figure	7:	
Portrait	of	Ida	Zweig	née	Brettauer,	J.	Lafranchini,	undated,	Vienna,	Austria,	©	Alfred	
Zweig	Collection,	Daniel	A.	Reed	Library	Archives	&	Special	Collections,	State	University	
of	New	York	at	Fredonia,	Fredonia,	New	York,	United	States.	
	
	
Figure	8:	
Portrait	of	Ida	Zweig	née	Brettauer,	Josef	Székely,	undated,	Vienna,	Austria,	©	Alfred	
Zweig	Collection,	Daniel	A.	Reed	Library	Archives	&	Special	Collections,	State	University	
of	New	York	at	Fredonia,	Fredonia,	New	York,	United	States.	
	
	
Figure	9:	
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Portrait	of	Ida	Zweig	née	Brettauer,	Josef	Székely,	undated,	Vienna,	Austria,	©	Alfred	
Zweig	Collection,	Daniel	A.	Reed	Library	Archives	&	Special	Collections,	State	University	
of	New	York	at	Fredonia,	Fredonia,	New	York,	United	States.	
	
	
Figure	10:	
Stefan,	Alfred	and	Ida	Zweig,	family	photograph,	circa	1936,	Vienna,	Austria,	©	Alfred	
Zweig	Collection,	Daniel	A.	Reed	Library	Archives	&	Special	Collections,	State	University	
of	New	York	at	Fredonia,	Fredonia,	New	York,	United	States.	
	
If	Ida	Zweig	played	the	role	of	the	family’s	queen,	her	husband	Moriz	was	cast	into	that	
of	“retiring	and	conciliatory	‘prince	consort’”.35	In	descriptions	of	Stefan	Zweig’s	family	
origins	in	biographies	Moriz	Zweig	plays	a	secondary	role	to	that	of	his	wife,36	and	his	
sartorial	habits	are	rarely	discussed.37	Surviving	photographs	of	Moriz	depict	a	stern–
looking,	bespectacled	man	whose	appearance	adapts	with	the	times.	Moriz’s	sartorial	
habits	correspond	to	the	notions	of	male	respectability	as	outlined	in	men’s	fashion	and	
lifestyle	magazines	as	well	as	those	described	by	the	architect	Adolf	Loos	(1870–1933).	
For	Loos,	being	well–dressed	meant	“to	be	correctly	dressed.”38	Essentially,	this	meant	
																																																								
35	Ibid.,	p.	26.	
36	Friderike	Zweig	(1882–1971),	the	one	biographer	with	the	deepest	insight	to	the	Zweig	family,	barely	
mentions	her	former	father–in–law	in	her	biography	of	her	second	husband.	She	dedicates	a	very	short	
paragraph	to	Moriz	in	the	chapter	that	focuses	on	Stefan	Zweig’s	childhood	and	the	influence	of	his	
mother	Ida.	See	Friderike	Zweig,	Stefan	Zweig,	translated	by	Erna	McArthur,	W.H.	Allen	&	Co.,	London,	
England,	1946,	pp.	2–3.	
37	Donald	A.	Prater,	for	example,	dedicates	one	line	to	Moriz’s	sartorial	appearance	insofar	as	its	contrast	
to	those	of	his	wife	Ida.	See	Donald	A.	Prater,	European	of	Yesterday:	A	Biography	of	Stefan	Zweig,	Oxford	
University	Press,	London,	England,	1972,	p.	3.	
38	Jules	Lubbock,	“Adolf	Loos	and	the	English	Dandy,”	Architectural	Review	Volume	174,	Issue	1038,	1983,	
p.	44.	
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that	a	man	should	dress	in	the	styles	common	amongst	English	“gentlemen”.39	In	Vienna	
during	the	late	nineteenth	and	early	twentieth	centuries	it	became	fashionable	for	the	
upper	and	middle	classes	to	employ	English	(or	French)	governesses	to	educate	their	
children.	Some	sons	of	bourgeois	families——such	as	Leopold	Goldman	(1875–1942),	
the	son	of	the	businessman	Michael	Goldman	(1843–1909)	who	employed	Loos	to	
design	the	interior	of	his	men’s	outfitters	on	the	Graben,	and	later	his	shop	on	the	
Michaelerplatz	opposite	the	imperial	Hofburg——were	even	sent	to	England	to	study	or	
work	for	a	period	after	completing	their	secondary	education.40	Moriz	Zweig	did	not	
study	in	England	but	he	was,	along	with	French,	fluent	in	the	English	language,41	and	his	
dress	preferences	correspond	to	“correct”	English	style	championed	by	Loos.	
	
In	a	portrait	of	a	youthful	Moriz	Zweig	(circa	1860s/1970s),	taken	by	the	German	born	
Austrian	court	photographer	Fritz	Luckhardt	(1843–1894),	depicts	the	young	man	with	
thick,	middle–parted,	dark	hair	and	long	fuzz–like	growth	of	whiskers	on	his	cheeks	
(Figure	11).	Despite	his	youthful	age,	only	reinforced	by	the	not	yet	mature	growth	of	
facial	hair,	his	stern	countenance	and	plain,	dark	attire	gives	him	a	simultaneously	
mature	appearance.	This	style	was	maintained	and	Moriz	appears	in	similar	guise	in	
later	portraits	sporting	Franz	Joseph–style	whiskers	and	moustache,	pince–nez,	dark	
sack	suit	jackets	with	high	break	points,	and	stiff,	white	collars	in	both——the	same,	
cautious,	conservatism	Stefan	Zweig	refers	to	in	his	memoir	(Figures	12).42		
	
	
																																																								
39	Adolf	Loos,	“Men’s	Fashion,”	[Neue	Freie	Press,	May	22	1898]	in	Spoken	Into	the	Void:	Collected	Essays	
1897–1900,	translated	by	Jane	O.	Newman	and	John	H.	Smith,	The	MIT	Press,	Cambridge,	Massachusetts,	
United	States,	1982,	pp.	10–14.	
40	Elana	Shapira,	Style	and	Seduction:	Jewish	Patrons,	Architecture	and	Design	in	Fin	de	Siècle	Vienna,	
Brandeis	University	Press,	Waltham,	Massachusetts,	United	States,	2016,	p.	196.	
41	Matuschek,	op	cit.,	pp.	23–24;	Zweig,	2011,	op	cit.,	p.	30.	
42	Ibid.,	pp.	27–31.	
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Figure	11:	
Portrait	of	Moriz	Zweig,	Fritz	Luckhardt,	circa	1860s/1870s,	Vienna,	Austria,	©	Alfred	
Zweig	Collection,	Daniel	A.	Reed	Library	Archives	&	Special	Collections,	State	University	
of	New	York	at	Fredonia,	Fredonia,	New	York,	United	States.	
	
	
Figure	12:	
Portrait	of	Moriz	Zweig,	Atelier	Reuter	&	Pokorny,	undated,	Vienna,	Austria,	©	Alfred	
Zweig	Collection,	Daniel	A.	Reed	Library	Archives	&	Special	Collections,	State	University	
of	New	York	at	Fredonia,	Fredonia,	New	York,	United	States.	
	
During	the	First	World	War	a	frenzy	of	Anglophobia	engulfed	Viennese	society.	In	line	
with	the	official	Austrian	stance	on	England	and	therefore	in	the	quest	to	sever	its	
English	influences	the	men’s	fashion	and	lifestyle	magazine,	Die	Herrenwelt	proudly	
asserted	the	destruction	of	English	tailoring,	which	it	boasted,	in	any	case,	was	built	on	
the	skills	of	Viennese	immigrants.43	Unsurprisingly	the	English	influence	on	the	
Viennese	bourgeoisie,	indeed	on	dress	and	its	terminology,	ran	deep,	and	amidst	the	
Anglophobic	language	the	magazine	continued	to	display	these	same	“English”	styles	
and	reference	English	male	fashions——but	with	subtle	allusions	to	the	superiority	of	
Austrian	and	German	products.44	
	
																																																								
43	“Vornehme	Herren.	Zur	Erinnerung	der	Erwachsenen,”	Die	Herrenwelt:	Zeitschrift	ƒür	die	Herrenmode,	
Vienna,	Austria,	Volume	1,	Issue	1,	January	1916,	p.	4.		
44	See	“Briefkasten,”	Die	Herrenwelt:	Zeitschrift	für	die	Herrenmode,	Vienna,	Austria,	Volume	2,	Issue	1,	
February	1917,	p.	23.	See	also	Jonathan	C.	Kaplan,	“The	Man	in	the	Suit:	Jewish	Men	and	Fashion	in	fin–
de–siècle	Vienna,”	Fashion	Theory,	2020,	pp.	1–28,	doi:10.1080/1362704X.2020.1746115.	
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Moriz	Zweig’s	sons	Alfred	and	Stefan	came	of	age	in	an	era	of	change;	not	only	political	
change——the	inauguration	of	the	Christian	Socialist	Karl	Lueger	(1844–1910)	as	
mayor	of	Vienna	in	1897,	as	well	as	the	advent	of	both	political	and	cultural	Zionism	
during	the	same	period,	in	line	with	other	burgeoning	national	ideologies——but	
cultural,	too.45	The	next	century	saw	the	development	of	new	and	conflicting	artistic	
styles,	such	as	Vienna	Secession,	with	its	rejection	of	historicist	style	and	the	
exploration	of	the	new,	and	Loos’s	notions	of	rationality,	which	rejected	completely	
what	he	considered	was	the	Secession’s	unnecessary	ornamentation.	Alfred	and	Stefan	
Zweig,	like	other	young	men	of	middleclass	backgrounds,	rejected	the	regimented	
simplicity	of	their	father’s	sartorial	habits,	and	embraced	“modern”	styles.	This	is	not	to	
say	that	either	brother	was	particularly	avant	garde	in	his	sartorial	choices;	indeed	their	
habits	of	dress	remained	within	the	confines	of	accepted	middleclass	fashions.	But	their	
choices	were	less	restrained	than	those	of	their	father.	Alfred,	for	example,	adopted	a	
more	playful	appearance,	wearing	his	hats	at	rakish	angles	and	carrying	a	cane	as	he	
does	in	one	photograph——appearing	as	a	Gigerl	[“fop”	or	“rake”],	the	antithesis	of	
Loos’s	well–dressed	man	(Figure	13).	Stefan,	in	contrast,	appears	to	have	limited	his	
sartorial	indulgencies	to	the	fine	details:	striking	tie	fabrics,	and	trinkets	such	as	his	
pearl	tiepin,	ring,	and	cufflinks	(Figure	14).	
	
	
Figure	13:	
																																																								
45	See	for	example	John	Boyer,	Political	Radicalism	In	Late	Imperial	Vienna:	Origins	of	the	Christian	Social	
Movements,	1848–1897,	The	University	of	Chicago	Press,	Chicago,	Illinois,	United	States,	1981;	Mark.	H.	
Gelber,	“Kapitel	1:	Stefan	Zweigs	jüdisches	Manifest	und	seine	jüdische	Sensibilität,”	[Chapter	1:	Stefan	
Zweig’s	Jewish	manifesto	and	his	Jewish	sensibility]	in	Stefan	Zweig,	Judentum	and	Zionismus	[Stefan	
Zweig,	Jewishness	and	Zionism],	Studienverlag,	Innsbruck,	Austria,	2014,	pp.	11–31.	On	Zweig’s	own	
account	of	his	upbringings	and	youth	see	Zweig,	2011,	op	cit.	
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Photograph	of	Alfred	Zweig,	photographer	unknown,	22	September	1903,	Vienna,	
Austria,	©	Alfred	Zweig	Collection,	Daniel	A.	Reed	Library	Archives	&	Special	
Collections,	State	University	of	New	York	at	Fredonia,	Fredonia,	New	York,	United	
States.	
	
	
Figure	14:	
Photograph	of	Stefan	Zweig,	photographer	unknown,	circa	1930s,	location	unknown,	©	
Alfred	Zweig	Collection,	Daniel	A.	Reed	Library	Archives	&	Special	Collections,	State	
University	of	New	York	at	Fredonia,	Fredonia,	New	York,	United	States.	
	
Conclusion	
Accounts	of	the	sartorial	preferences	and	patterns	of	Viennese	Jewry	are	rare	and	
generally	appear	in	studies	of	the	broader	culture	of	this	segment	of	the	Viennese	
population.	It	should	be	noted	that	the	case	studies	commonly	confine	themselves	to	
those	of	the	financial	élite	or	those	individuals	who	stood	out	as	examples	of	
contributors	to	the	general	development	of	Viennese	modernist	culture.	As	individuals	
of	an	inflated	social	rank	on	account	of	their	financial	or	cultural	status	these	members	
of	the	Viennese	Jewish	community	often	had	the	ability	to	cross	social	boundaries	that	
were	closed	to	their	less	prominent	coreligionists.	Zweig,	for	example,	although	
privately	concerned	with	the	issues	affecting	his	“race”	befriended	many	cultural	
luminaries	not	only	within	Austria,	but	also	across	Europe,	all	the	while	remaining	a	
member	of	the	Viennese	Jewish	community.		
	
This	article	has	probed	the	relationship	of	Jews	and	dress	within	the	context	of	
modernisation	and	acculturation	in	central	Europe	during	the	nineteenth	and	early	
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twentieth	centuries.	The	images	examined	reveal	the	manner	in	which	Austrian	Jews,	
like	the	Zweig	family,	embraced	widespread	sartorial	fashions	of	the	day.	Their	carefully	
managed	appearances	in	conjunction	with	conventions	of	sartorial	respectability	
strongly	refuted	the	notion	of	Jewish	bodily	difference	that	was	prevalent	not	only	in	
Vienna	but	across	Europe	and	further	afield.	Examining	the	sartorial	modes	of	Zweig’s	
lesser	known	relatives	explores	the	influences	on	not	only	his	own	multifaceted	
identity,	but	also	that	of	other	Viennese,	Jewish	cultural	luminaries	of	a	similar	
background,	and	the	many	unknown	members	of	the	Jewish	bourgeoisie.	His	origins,	
albeit	of	privilege,	were	not	dissimilar	from	many	of	his	unnamed	coreligionists	whose	
forebears	also	hailed	from	various	parts	of	the	Dual	Monarchy.	For	Zweig,	like	many	
other	Jews	of	a	similar	background,	Bildung	and	modern	German	culture	was	of	utmost	
importance	while	Judaism	(and	Jewish	identification)	played	a	secondary	role	that	
would	strengthen	one’s	dedication	in	developing	and	performing	a	modern	European	
identity.	
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